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SciVerse Scopus is one of the most reputable and successful projects in the field of
scientometrics. The SciVerse Scopus research performance monitoring
tools help to evaluate the performance of scientists and are used as criteria for evaluating the
performance of scientific and higher education institutions. 
Since 2012, the journal "
Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika
" has been indexed in the international reference scientometrics database of the scientific
periodicals 
SciVerse Scopus
. 
www
.
scopus
.
com
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  Ulrich's Web Global Serials Directory is electronic international catalog of periodicals. Since2010, the journal " Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika"is included in the catalog of periodicalsUlrich'sWebGlobalSerialsDirectory. www.ulrichsweb.com    

  Engineering Village. Since 2012, the journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika" has beenincluded in the Compendex® scientific and technical reference database, which covers 14 million articles in 190 disciplinesand is a part of the common online platform of scientific and technical informationEngineeringVillage. www.engineeringvillage.com      

    Російський індекс наукового цитування (РИНЦ)  Е-library is Scientific Electronic Library - Russia's largest information portal in the fields ofscience, technology, medicine and education. Since 2008, the journal " Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika "is included in the E-library. www.elibrary.ru      

  EBSCO Publishing, Inc.; EBSCO host databases .  In 2013, the Institute of Electrodynamics of NAS of Ukraine signed a License Agreement with EBSCO Publishing, Inc.(USA) for distribution of content of publications of the journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika". The journal is included in the full-text EBSCOhost databaseowned by EBSCO Publishing, Inc.www.ebsco.com          

  In 2013, the Institute of Electrodynamics of NAS of Ukraine signed a License Agreement with ProQuest. “Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika” journal is available in ProQuestinformation retrieval system, www.proquest.com        

  Since 2016 all journal articles have a DOI with a prefix of 10.15407.          

Since 2010, according to the agreement between the editorial board of the journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika" and the All-Russian Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of the Russian Academyof Sciences (ARISTI RAS), information about articles from the journal is published in the Reference Journal (RJ) andDatabases (DB) ofARISTI RAS. www.viniti.ru    
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Google Scholar is a free retrieval system that indexes the full text of scientific publication of allformats and disciplines. The Google Scholar Indexincludes most of the peer-reviewed journals of the largest scientific publishers in Europe andAmerica. www.scholar.google.com.ua      

The Ukrainian abstract journal "Dzherelo"  The journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika" is presented in the Ukrainian abstract journal"Dzherelo" (Ukraine).  Materials of the journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika" are published in the correspondingthematic series of the abstract journal "Dzherelo".www.ipri.kiev.ua      Ukrainika Naukova    

  The Journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika" is presented in the national abstract database "Ukrainika Naukova" (Ukraine). The archive of the journal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika"is presented in the full text database "Scientific periodicals of Ukraine" since 2009.www.nbuv.gov.ua    Crossref metadata uses a variety of databases, search services, projects, and libraries. TheJournal "Tekhnichna Elektrodynamika" is indexed in some of them        

Open Ukrainian Citation Index (OUCI) is a retrieval system and scientific citation databasethat comes from all publishers that use the Cited-by service from Crossref and support theInitiative for Open Citations . http://ouci.dntb.gov.ua/        

Gecko tool is designed to help scientists both search for the necessary documents and betterunderstandtheparticularresearch area. https://citationgecko.com/    

Dimensions is a Company Digital Science's platform that combines citation databases, searchand analytics tools, and full text access. The free version of the search interface allowssearching across all metadata by keywords and refining the results by different parameters:author, publication title, publisher title, and more. The platform's tools allow you to track allcitations of articles on the base, alternative metrics, recent citations, as well as indicators,weighted by area of knowledge (RCR, FCR). https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication    
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Lens . org is an open platform that combines information on patents and scientificpublications (articles, conference proceedings, etc.). You can search for scientific publicationsusing more than 20 search boxes and filters. The platform also has a citation tracking tool thatdisplays the number of citations separately in patents and scientific papers. In Lens.org platformyou can also search in Ukrainian. https://www.lens.org/      

1findr is a Company 1science's scientific literature retrieval system. Currently, about 95million documents are available for search using 1findr, and the free interface lets you search indifferent languages across all metadata, as well as refine your results by access type, year,language, subject and author. https://1findr.1science.com/home      

Scilit is an open search service of scientific literature, launched by a Chinese-Swiss publisherof open access MDPI. Scilit's search capabilities let you start searching in several fields: title,author, keywords, and abstract. You can view content by publisher and journal title separately.The service also ranks publishers by number of journals, total number of publications andnumber of open access publications. https :// www . scilit . net /      This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives4.0 International License .  
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